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®

Gogo 2Ku
Access a global satellite network
that is future ready
Since its introduction in 2014, Gogo 2Ku technology has
revolutionized global inflight connectivity. This global
satellite-based access technology gives airlines unlimited
potential in creating unique inflight experiences that keep
passengers coming back.
Gogo 2Ku features a unique dual-phased-array
antenna and proprietary modem for unsurpassed
performance. Its open architecture design leverages
today’s Ku-band satellites and offers future-ready
performance with high-throughput satellites (HTS).
This allows Gogo 2Ku to deliver on the coverage
and capacity needs for commercial airlines with
global flight routes today—and tomorrow.

Inflight Systems
Access Technology

KANDU • KRFU • MODMAN
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In-Cabin Network

Server • WAP • Content Loader

The Gogo Inflight Internet Portfolio
delivers best-in-class inflight experiences
across powerful, integrated inflight
systems, aero networks, and support.

Inflight Experiences
Connectivity

Entertainment

Connected Aircraft Services

Inflight Systems
Access Technology

In-cabin Network

Aero Networks
Global Satellite

Regional Air-to-Ground

Support
Pre-installation

Installation

Maintenance
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Gogo 2Ku Access Technology

The Gogo 2Ku Inflight System incorporates modular
hardware technologies to access the coverage and
capacity of the Ku satellite network around the globe.

2Ku antenna
Two large aperture phased-array antennas

A600 MODMAN

KANDU

KRFU

Hosts the next-generation modem which

Provides power to the satellite antenna and uses

Converts L-band to Ku-band (or Ka) frequencies

modulates and demodulates L-band signals

aircraft navigational data to control its movement

from the modem to prepare for transmission to the
satellite; governs this process in reverse as well
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Gogo In-cabin Network

The Gogo In-cabin Network consists of the essential
airborne hardware that interfaces with aircraft access
technology to power the passenger experience. An
onboard server enables a new cabin standard where
content is accessed wirelessly via any device, including
seatback screens over the dedicated in-cabin network.

Configurations for any aircraft
Gogo ACPU-2

Gogo In-Cabin A628 WAP

Head-end server unit with solid-state storage,

Wireless Access Points provide the Wi-Fi

integrated terrestrial modem, and Wi-Fi client

signal to devices in the cabin. They support the
latest 802.11 standards, including 802.11ac

The Gogo 2Ku Inflight System is suitable for either large
commercial aircraft with global flight routes or narrowbody aircraft in regional fleets. With both retrofit and
emerging linefit offerability, it’s ideal for mixed fleets.
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GOGO 2Ku

Reliable, high-speed inflight internet:
everywhere, all the time
The Gogo 2Ku Inflight System is a bundled kit of all the

Built to deliver significantly more bandwidth to aircraft, our

onboard hardware and software needed to deliver inflight

high throughput modem minimizes service disruptions

internet access to passengers across the globe.

associated with beam switching, allowing faster satellite
handoffs and a more consistent passenger experience.

The heart of the system is the 2Ku access technology that
includes a dual antenna—one for the forward link, which
transmits data to the aircraft, and one for the return link,
which receives data. This unique design delivers peak
speeds of 15 Mbps to each passenger device, covers 98%
of all flight hours worldwide, and provides 98% availability,
outperforming competing solutions on the market.
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Consistency drives CSAT
Gogo 2Ku Inflight System helps to deliver a seamless, consistent passenger experience—
a key driver of higher customer satisfaction scores for airlines worldwide.
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GOGO 2Ku

Superior equatorial performance
Compared to conventional aero antennas, Gogo 2Ku is designed to provide strong connectivity in areas where other
antennas suffer. This is particularly important for airlines traveling across certain areas of South America, Asia and Africa.
A typical south to north airline route will start

GEOPLANE

As the flight nears the equator, the oval-shaped
beam produced by conventional aero antennas
interferes with adjacent satellites (shown in red).

2KU ANTENNA

out in a region with lower skew angle.

To avoid this interference, the conventional aero
antenna lowers transmit power even further,
reducing data rates both to and from the aircraft.
beam, which avoids adjacent satellite interference
and delivers a more consistent internet
experience on flights near the equator.
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CONVENTIONAL AERO ANTENNA

Gogo 2Ku’s unique antenna projects a narrow

Low Skew

Moderate Skew
GEOPLANE

High Skew

Due to oval-shaped wide beams, the performance
of conventional aero antennas suffers in high skew
angle regions (illustrated in yellow/orange on map).
With conventional aero antennas, long-haul flights
that cross the equator operate with poor performance
during a significant portion of the flight. For example,
a flight leaving Los Angeles headed to Callao, Peru,
will suffer from outages of up to 76% of flight time.

“2Ku is better prepared than most leading
technologies in terms of addressing our
concerns over the equator.”
Paulo Miranda
GOL Airlines
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A broad certification portfolio
Gogo offers fleet survey, design substantiation
and comprehensive engineering support
for installation.
In addition to our secured Supplemental Type
Certificates (STCs) for retrofit installs, we have
have progressed with Service Bulletins (SBs)
and Linefit options at major OEMs for the
most in-demand aircraft.
Talk to us about the best option for
your needs and timing.
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Unsurpassed aftermarket installation expertise
Gogo’s dedicated and experienced teams around
the world ensure that your aircraft won’t be on the
ground long during the installation process.
›› Typical install times are measured in days versus weeks
›› Global supply chain minimizes aircraft downtime
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GOGO 2Ku

The Gogo Ku satellite network
Gogo 2Ku offers a higher level of flexibility that’s ready
for the future. Since the solution can leverage any
Ku-band satellite, aircraft employing the technology
won’t need to upgrade existing equipment. This
means minimal downtime and revenue loss.
Gogo 2Ku leverages our existing Ku-band network
to deliver reliable, redundant coverage around the

Optimized antenna design for Ku satellites
›› Consistent satellite handoffs for minimal

interruption in service for passengers and crew

›› Regulatory approvals in 200+ countries, including China
›› Ability to add capacity
›› Future-ready performance with minimal downtime

globe. Unlike other providers who rely on only a
handful of satellites, the Gogo network relies on the Ku
ecosystem of satellites, offering built-in redundancy.
As demand for capacity increases, Gogo can utilize the
rapidly growing network of Ku-band satellites to ensure
supply and keep passengers connected worldwide.

Dedicated to aviation
While competitive networks
share capacity with residential,
defense or maritime customers,
Gogo’s Ku network is fully
dedicated to aviation—
resulting in greater capacity
for our airline partners.
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The benefits of a
multi-provider strategy
Our partnership with global Ku satellite operators

HTS satellites

gives Gogo access to HTS satellites, which will deliver

High throughput satellites provide significantly higher

increased capacity across most of the world’s flight

data transfer speed than conventional satellites

routes for an improved customer experience.

(around 100 Mbps to the aircraft), primarily by

More importantly, we can add capacity

employing spot beams that cover a smaller area.

on demand, strengthen our network and
maintain redundancy. Benefits include:

Gogo 2Ku’s ability to harness these beams provides a
solid foundation for a long-term, low-risk investment.

›› Global coverage
›› Technological innovation
›› Redundant network
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Global coverage, today and tomorrow
Gogo stands behind our satellite
network and its ability to deliver reliable
inflight internet. That’s why we’re the
only service provider to offer an upfront
Service Level Agreement (SLA) defining
everything from speed expectations
to latency to network reliability. HTS
Wide Beam

Note: India is pending regulatory approval
Wide Beam Coverage
HTS Coverage
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Trusted by the world’s leading airlines
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We’ve got you covered
As the inflight internet company, Gogo is committed to full support and service for
every fleet, everywhere around the world. We offer end-to-end support throughout
the lifecycle of your Gogo equipped fleet from pre-installation and installation to
maintenance to ensure the smoothest and most reliable performance possible.
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With Gogo pre-installation support you can:

With Gogo installation support you can:

With Gogo maintenance support you can:

›› Certify Gogo’s system hardware from
telecommunications agencies in countries where
an airline’s aircraft are registered or based to
ensure ability to ensure RF regulatory compliance

›› Provision, receive and update to the latest approved
software and understand trend data for your
connectivity enabled fleet with installation tools

›› Assist airline passengers with multi-channel support
on the ground and in the air 24/7/365 with Gogotrained, multilingual customer representatives

›› Train and certify your airline technical operations
and third-party installers on Gogo system
installation and onboard flight crews

›› Leverage a tooling kit to help you or third-party
partners actively maintain Gogo Systems

›› Obtain, license for re-use, or amend a Supplemental
Type Certificate for Gogo Inflight Systems usage

›› Receive on-site production installation
assistance for prototype or complex install,
and/or custom IFEC integrations

›› Train and certify your airline technical operations and
third-party partners on Gogo system maintenance
›› Resolve maintenance tasks with Gogo’s Aircraft
Maintenance Control Center (AMCC) and field service
representatives (FSRs) including troubleshooting,
diagnostic support, and maintenance upkeep
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info@gogoair.com
gogoair.com/2Ku
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